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TOURISM NOOSA LAUNCH ECO-FRIENDLY RANGE OF GUEST AMENITIES    

 
Tourism Noosa have launched a range of eco-friendly sustainable guest amenities for accommodation 

operators as part of the Refresh Noosa initiative. 

 

Accommodation operators were recently invited to a  product launch  featuring three product ranges locally 

sourced - Noosa Fresh, Tea Tree Bay and Saya.   

 

Commercial Development Manager, Anna Macklin said “The product range has been introduced to eliminate 

the small single use plastic bottles that are generally found in resorts and apartments. Introducing the new 

amenities is part of our Refresh Noosa program working with accommodation managers and owners to 

update and refresh their properties”.  

 

“Our new product range is a bulk range with a choice of refillable 300ml pump amenity bottles designed to be 

kept and topped up and we estimate that this will begin to reduce the current 2.2 Million single use bottles 

that go to landfill every year in Noosa” said Ms Macklin. 

 

At the product launch, special guest Susan Grumley, Head Housekeeper from Elements of Bryon talked to the 

group about running a successful bulk amenities program, providing operational feedback that the refilling of 

bottles has had very little impact to housekeeping operations and more importantly, received positive feedback 

from guests.  

 

RACV Noosa Resort are currently running a trial of bulk refillable amenities at the resort and Manager Darren 

McClenaghan spoke to the group about measuring the cost  benefits and improving guest sentiment regarding 

the new products.  

 

Tourism Noosa are currently running a series of accommodation forums for managers wishing to learn more 

about the REFRESH Noosa initiative and the support resources they can provide. If you are interested in finding 

out more about these events please email anna@tourismoosa.com.au  
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